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ABSTRACT
Fast query execution requires learning-based cardinality estimators
to have short inference time (as model inference time adds to end-
to-end query execution time) and high estimation accuracy (which
is crucial for finding good execution plan). However, existing esti-
mators cannot meet both requirements due to the inherent tension
between model complexity and estimation accuracy. We propose
a novel Learning-based Progressive Cardinality Estimator (LPCE),
which adopts a query re-optimization methodology. In particular,
LPCE consists of an initial model (LPCE-I), which estimates cardi-
nality before query execution, and a refinement model (LPCE-R),
which progressively refines the cardinality estimations using the
actual cardinalities of the executed operators. During query execu-
tion, re-optimization is triggered if the estimations of LPCE-I are
found to have large errors, and more efficient execution plans are
selected for the remaining operators using the refined estimations
provided by LPCE-R. Both LPCE-I and LPCE-R are light-weight
query-driven estimators but they achieve both good efficiency and
high accuracy when used jointly. Beside designing the models for
LPCE-I and LPCE-R, we also integrate re-optimization and LPCE
into PostgreSQL, a popular database engine. Extensive experiments
show that LPCE yields shorter end-to-end query execution time
than state-of-the-art learning-based estimators.

1 INTRODUCTION
A cardinality estimator estimates the size of the intermediate re-
sult tables in a query, and query optimizers rely on the estimated
cardinalities to evaluate the costs of the execution plans [18]. Thus,
cardinality estimators play a key role in finding a good execu-
tion plan and achieving short query execution time. Traditional
approaches exploit statistics of the relation tables (e.g., via his-
togram or sampling) for cardinality estimation [2, 5, 21, 36]. Their
estimation errors are large (e.g., many orders of magnitude) as
they fail to account for the correlations among the tables [18, 21].
Recently, many learning-based cardinality estimators have been
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Table 1: Comparing some learning-based estimators.

Name Data
access

q-error for
estimation

Inference
time (ms)

Hybrid UAE [34] Yes 5.05 23.4

Data-driven
DeepDB [11] Yes 8.62 29.5

NeuroCard [39] Yes 6.39 23.2
FLAT [42] Yes 5.32 5.84

Query-driven

MSCN [15] No 37.2 0.13
TLSTM [30] No 22.8 1.16

Flow-Loss [22] No 28.5 0.14
LPCE No 11.6 0.23

proposed [15, 30, 33, 40], and they significantly improve the ac-
curacy of traditional methods. These methods can be classified
into three categories [33, 34]: data-driven, query-driven, and hy-
brid. Data-driven estimators [11, 20, 31, 32, 35, 37, 39, 42] regard
cardinality estimation as an unsupervised learning problem and
model the joint distribution of the relation tables. Query-driven
estimators [8, 10, 15, 22, 29, 30] treat cardinality estimation as a
regression problem and map query content to cardinality values.
Hybrid estimators [34] learn from both data and query for better
accuracy. We will discuss more about these estimators in Section 2.

In this paper, we focus on query-driven estimators for three
reasons. First, they are easy to deploy because they only require
query samples and result cardinalities. Model training and inference
can be out-sourced (e.g., to the could) as data are not involved. The
training and inference costs do not have to scale with data size,
and hence are more friendly to large-scale data. Model upgrade
is also transparent to other functionalities of database systems
(e.g., data access). Second, query-driven estimators do not access
the relation tables, and thus are free from data security problems,
which are crucial for domains such as finance and medicine [3].
Third, query-driven estimators typically have shorter inference
time than data-driven and hybrid estimators (as shown in Table 1),
and thus add less overhead to end-to-end query execution time.

To understand the performance of query-driven estimators, we
conduct a preliminary test on the IMDB dataset [18]. We generate
a set of queries with 8 joins following [15], and Table 1 reports
the estimation error and inference time (for one single cardinal-
ity estimation and note that execution plan search requires many
estimations). The results show that query-driven estimators have
larger errors but shorter inference time than data-driven and hybrid
estimators. This can be partially explained by the fact that query-
driven estimators do not access the relation tables. To investigate
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(a) MSCN [15]
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(b) TLSTM [30]
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(c) NeuroCard [39]
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(d) FLAT [42]
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(e) UAE [34]

Figure 1: Estimation error for queries with different number of joins. Red line and green triangle indicate median and mean,
black rectangle shows 25th and 75th percentile, the black lines indicate 5th and 95th percentile, and circles are extreme errors.

the effect of query complexity (i.e., the number of joins), we gener-
ate a set of queries whose number of joins ranges from 2 to 8 and
report the estimation error in Figure 1. The results show that the
errors of query-driven estimators (as well as other estimators) are
small for simple queries (e.g., with 2 or 4 joins) but become large
for complex queries with more joins (e.g., >100x for 8 joins). The
reason may be that the estimation errors propagate and amplify
when more operators are involved. Guided by inaccurate estima-
tions, the execution plan found by the query optimizer can be far
from optimal, especially for complex queries.

The observations above inspire us to adapt query-driven es-
timators to the query re-optimization framework [4, 14, 24] with
progressive estimation. In particular, the estimator should be able to
progressively refine the cardinality estimations in the query exe-
cution process. This is possible because the exact cardinalities of
the executed operators can be accessed, which directly influence
intermediate result cardinality for the remaining operators. If the
estimations made before query execution are found to have large
errors, the initial execution plan may be bad, and thus a better
execution plan can be selected using the refined estimations. In
this way, we do not have to use complex models for accurate initial
estimation (which leads to long inference time) but still obtain good
execution plan. In fact, progressive estimation may be a general
strategy to handle complex queries. Figure 1 shows that data-driven
and hybrid estimators also have large errors for queries with many
joins, and thus they can also lead to bad initial execution plan.

We provide one schematic illustration of progressive estimation
in Figure 2, where the left panel shows the initial execution plan.
After executing the operator at bottom of the join tree (i.e., Rσ ▷◁
Tσ ), we obtain its exact cardinality (i.e., 1,128), which enables more
accurate cardinality estimations for sub-plans that involve the result
of Rσ ▷◁ Tσ (e.g., (Rσ ▷◁ Tσ ) ▷◁ Uσ and (Rσ ▷◁ Tσ ) ▷◁ Sσ ). With the
refined estimations, the optimizer finds that the plan in Figure 2(b) is
better, whose join order (for table Uσ and Sσ ) and operator execution
method (for the join on the top) are different from the initial plan.
However, enabling progressive estimation poses challenges on both
effectiveness and efficiency. Specifically, effectiveness means that
the estimator should fully utilize the information of the executed
operators to provide more accurate estimations for the remaining
operators. Efficiency means that the estimation model should have
a short inference time as both initial estimation and progressive
refinement adds to end-to-end query execution time.

To address the challenges above, we propose a framework named
Learning-based Progressive Cardinality Estimation (LPCE). It con-
sists of an initial cardinality estimation model (LPCE-I) and a pro-
gressive cardinality refinement model (LPCE-R). LPCE-I is designed

(a) Initial plan
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Figure 2: Query re-optimization example, upright number
for real cardinality and italic number for estimated value.
▷◁L indicates nested loop join and ▷◁H is hash join.

to provide accurate initial estimation with low cost. In particular,
LPCE-I utilizes a node-wise loss function to learn from the internal
operators in an execution plan (instead of only the final query result
as in existing estimators), which leads to high estimation accuracy.
In addition, LPCE-I employs a SRU-based model backbone, and thus
enables fast inference as SRU has fewer parameters than LSTM
used in existing query-driven estimators and enjoys parallel matrix
computation. Last but not least, we use a knowledge distillation-
based model compression technique to further improve the inference
efficiency of LPCE-I. LPCE-R is designed to progressively refine
cardinality estimations for the remaining operators in the execution
process. LPCE-R consists of three modules: one module is trained
to extract the query contents of the executed operators, the second
module focuses on the exact cardinalities of the executed operators,
while the third module fuses the information provided by the for-
mer twomodules to conduct estimation for the remaining operators.
All three modules adopt the lightweight structure of LPCE-I, and
thus LPCE-R also enjoys efficient inference.

We also integrate query re-optimization and LPCE into Post-
greSQL, a popular database engine. As PostgreSQL employs pipelined
query processing for efficiency, and checkpoints are carefully placed
at appropriate operators to detect large cardinality estimation errors
during execution and trigger re-optimization with low overhead.

To summarize, we made the following contributions in this work:
• We observe a tension between inference time and estimation

accuracy in existing learning-based cardinality estimators. To
resolve this tension, we propose progressive estimation, which is
the first to adapt learning-based estimators for query re-optimization
and allows both fast inference and accurate estimation. Progres-
sive estimation may also be a general strategy to handle the large
estimation errors for complex queries (Section 1).
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• We design LPCE to instantiate the progressive estimation idea
with query-driven cardinality estimators. LPCE consists of an
initial estimation model (LPCE-I) and a progressive refinement
model (LPCE-R). Tailored designs are introduced to ensure that
LPCE-I achieves accuracy and efficiency (Section 4), and LPCE-R
effectively extracts information from the executed sub-plans to
refine cardinality estimations (Section 5).

• We integrate LPCE into PostgreSQL (Section 6) and conduct
extensive experiments to compare LPCE with state-of-the-art
learning-based estimators (Section 7). The results show that
LPCE outperforms recent query-driven, data-driven and hybrid
estimators in end-to-end query execution time because of its fast
inference and good accuracy enabled by progressive estimation.

2 RELATEDWORK

Learning-based cardinality estimators: Recently, the database
community recognized the potential of replacing traditional cardi-
nality estimators with learning-based models (e.g., neural network
and autoregressive model) [16, 33]. We classify existing learning-
based estimators into three categories, i.e., query-driven, data-driven
and hybrid, and discuss some representatives in each category. More
comprehensive discussions can be found in the surveys [9, 31, 33].

Data-driven estimators [11, 20, 31, 32, 35, 37, 39, 40, 42] try to
capture the correlations and distributions of data across the relation
tables. In particular, DeepDB [11] adopts the relational sum prod-
uct network (RSPN) to model the joint probability distribution of
the relations, and estimates cardinality by computing probabilities
and expectations based on RSPN. NeuroCard [39] trains a single
deep autoregressive model using samples collected from the full
outer join results for all relations, and can estimate cardinality for
queries that join any subset of the relations. FLAT [42] utilizes the
factorize-split-sum-product network (FSPN) [38], which is based
on the graphical model, and models the joint probability density
function (PDF) of the attributes. Glue [43] learns to decouple the
correlations among the tables and merge cardinality results of in-
dividual tables to predict the cardinality of join results. FACE [32]
adopts a model based on normalizing flow [27] and learns a contin-
uous joint distribution for the tables.

Query-driven estimators [8, 10, 15, 22, 29, 30] formulate cardinal-
ity estimation as a regression problem. The contents of queries (e.g.,
filter conditions and joined tables) are embedded as tensor inputs
and the true cardinalities of the queries are used as target outputs to
learn a mapping from queries to cardinalities. Ref. [7] uses regres-
sion techniques such as XGBoost to produce approximate cardinal-
ity labels. MSCN [15] transforms a query into a feature vector and
uses a multi-set convolution network [41] to map it to cardinality
estimation. TLSTM [30] processes a query execution plan recur-
sively following its tree structure using LSTM (a kind of RNN) [13].
Instead of matching the true cardinalities, Flow-Loss [22] trains the
cardinality estimation model such that it leads to accurate estimates
for the costs of execution plans.

Hybrid estimator learns from both relation tables and query sam-
ples. UAE [34] adopts a unified deep autoregressive model, which
learns the joint distribution of the tables in an unsupervised manner
and is trained to use query contents as auxiliary information in a
supervised manner.

Analytical SQL query: SELECT count(*)… FROM R,U,S,T WHERE …
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Figure 3: End-to-end query execution with LPCE.

As discussed in Section 1, existing learning-based estimators can-
not achieve fast inference and high accuracy at the same time, which
are crucial for short end-to-end query execution time. With progres-
sive estimation, our LPCE enjoys the fast inference of query-driven
estimators and can progressively refine cardinality estimations to
remedy large errors. As data-driven and hybrid estimators also have
large estimation errors for complex queries, they may also benefit
from the progressive estimation strategy.
Query re-optimization: Accurate cardinality estimation is chal-
lenging, and thus re-optimization is proposed to combat the influ-
ence of large estimation errors on query optimization [1, 4, 6, 14,
25, 36]. Existing re-optimization techniques can be classified into
two categories: (1) Re-optimization before query execution. Ref. [36]
uses a sampling-based method to evaluate cardinality estimation
errors before running the execution plan and adjusts the execution
plan if the errors are found to be large. (2) Re-optimization during
query execution. Ref. [1, 14, 24] sample tuples from intermediate
execution results, and tries different operator implementations and
join orders on the samples to adjust the remaining execution plan.
Our LPCE differs from existing query re-optimization techniques
in that it uses machine learning models to extract information from
the executed sub-queries to refine cardinality estimations. To our
knowledge, we are the first to utilize learning-based estimators for
query re-optimization.

3 OVERVIEW OF THE LPCE FRAMEWORK
We consider select-project-equijoin-aggregate [15, 23] queries in the
following form:

SELECT COUNT(∗)

FROM R, U, S, T

WHERE Rσ = Uσ AND Uσ = Sσ AND Sσ = Tσ ,

where R, U, S and T are relation tables,σ represents the filtering pred-
icates (e.g., R.a < 10, which returns tuples in table Rwhose attribute
a is smaller than 10) and the filtering operator can be mathematical
(e.g., < and =) or complex predicate (e.g., IN and LIKE) [30]. For a
query, the query optimizer finds an efficient execution plan (usually
expressed as a join tree) by enumerating possible execution plans
using algorithms such as dynamic programming [18]. The cost of a
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plan is calculated based on cardinality estimations of its sub-plans
(e.g., Rσ ▷◁ Tσ and (Rσ ▷◁ Tσ ) ▷◁ Uσ for the plan in Figure 2(a)).

3.1 Query Execution with LPCE
LPCE aims to reduce the end-to-end execution time of queries and
consists of an initial estimation model LPCE-I and an estimation
refinement model LPCE-R. Figure 3 shows how LPCE works in the
query re-optimization framework.
i. When a query is submitted, it is sent to LPCE-I for initial car-
dinality estimations of all its possible sub-plans;

ii. Using the initial estimations, the query optimizer chooses a
good execution plan based on its plan search algorithm;

iii. The chosen plan is executed by the database, and checkpoints
are placed at some operators tomonitor if the initial estimations
are significantly different from the actual cardinalities;

iv. Once large estimation error is detected, query execution is
paused and LPCE-R is invoked to refine the cardinality estima-
tions for the feasible sub-plans of the remaining operators;

v. Based on the refined estimations, the query optimizer searches
a better execution plan for the remaining operators.

The idea behind LPCE is simple: during the query execution pro-
cess, the result tables of the executed sub-plans are available, which
serve as inputs to the operators that remain to be executed and thus
provide crucial information to refine their cardinality estimations.
LPCE is the most beneficial to complex and long running queries,
for which query-driven estimators can have large estimation errors
and thus the initial execution plan may be far from optimal.

3.2 Design Goals of LPCE
To achieve short end-to-end query execution time, LPCE needs to
meet three key goals, i.e., high accuracy, progressive refinement and
fast inference, which we elaborate as follows.
High Accuracy: Query re-optimization with LPCE-R incurs over-
heads that add to end-to-end query execution time. To reduce the
frequency of re-optimization, the initial estimation model LPCE-I
should provide accurate cardinality estimations such that the query
optimizer can find a good initial plan. For this goal, we design the
node-wise loss function in Section 4.
Fast inference: The inference time of both LPCE-I and LPCE-R (if
re-optimization is triggered) counts as part of the end-to-end query
execution time. However, query optimization needs to estimate the
cardinality of many sub-plans and inference for machine learning
models can be expensive. Thus, LPCE models should have a short
inference time in order to achieve short end-to-end query execution
time. To this end, we use a light-weight model backbone for LPCE
and further compress it via knowledge distillation in Section 4.
Progressive refinement: To ensure that query re-optimization
can find good execution plans, LPCE-R should effectively reduce es-
timation error when more operators are executed. For this purpose,
LPCE-R should fully utilize information of the executed sub-plans,
especially their real cardinalities. To achieve this goal, we design a
model structure with three modules for estimation refinement in
Section 5, which explicitly considers the executed sub-plans.

There are many other important problems for learning-based
cardinality estimators, e.g., handling data updates, reducing model
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merge join

(t.id=ci.movie_id)

index scan
(t.kind_id>7)

seq. scan
(ci.role_id=2)

function

 [0  0  0  0  0  0]       [0  0  0  1]      

column setfunction set
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Figure 5: Example for feature encoding.

training time and coping with out-of-distribution queries. We leave
them for future work and do not consider them in our design goals.

4 CARDINALITY ESTIMATION MODEL
In this part, we first introduce the generic pipeline for learning-
based query-driven cardinality estimation models as background
(Section 4.1), which we also follow in LPCE. Then we present
the key designs of our initial cardinality estimation model (i.e.,
LPCE-I), including node-wise loss function, SRU-based light-weight
model and knowledge distillation assisted model compression (Sec-
tion 4.2∼4.4), which lead to high accuracy and fast inference.

4.1 Model Learning Pipeline
Given an execution plan, learning-based cardinality estimation
models predict the cardinalities of the result tables (both indetermi-
nate and final) [8, 10, 15, 30, 39]. As illustrated in Figure 4, training
learning-based cardinality estimation models takes three steps, i.e.,
sample collection, feature encoding and model learning, which we
elaborate as follows.
Sample collection: Cardinality estimation is usually formulated
as a regression problem, in which the execution plan is the input
and the cardinalities are the output. Training samples can be col-
lected from historical execution log. In the case of new database at
“cold start”, sample queries can be randomly generated according
to the relational graph of the underlying dataset [15] and the exe-
cution plans can be obtained from database engines (e.g., via the
‘EXPLAIN QUERY’ command in PostgreSQL). As shown in Figure 4,
an execution plan is usually a tree, in which each node represents
an operator (e.g., hash join, index scan and filter). Each node also
contains detailed information about the query, such as filtering pred-
icate (e.g., t .kind_id > 7) and join condition (e.g., R.a = U.a). We
can execute the plans and obtain the cardinality of each node using
the ‘EXPLAIN ANALYZE QUERY’ command or by adding counters.
Feature encoding: As machine learning models usually take vec-
tor input, the nodes in an execution plan are encoded into a feature
vector during prepossessing. Following existing works [15, 30], we
encode the function, join condition, predicate of each node as illus-
trated in Figure 5. Function is the logical operator at a node (e.g.,
join, scan) and we encode it as a one-hot vector with length |P |,
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where P is the set of all possible operators. Note that we consider
function as logical operator rather than physical operator such as
hash join and index scan. This is because cardinality estimation
is done before physical operator chosen during plan generation.
Join condition are the columns that are joined and we encode it
as a two-hot vector with length |C |, where C is the set of all table
columns for the dataset. For example, the join condition of node 3 is
[0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0] in Figure 5, which indicates that the attribute value of
column 3 needs to be equal to column 5 in the join. For nodes that
do not conduct join, the join condition is a zero vector. Predicate is
in the form of [columnid ,operatorid ,operand] (e.g., t .kind_id > 7),
where columnid and operatorid use one-hot encoding while the
value of operand is recorded as float after normalization. We con-
catenate the function, join condition, predicate vectors of a node to
obtain a single feature vector and readers can refer to [15, 30] for
more details about feature encoding.
Model learning:MSCN [15] and TLSTM [30] are two state-of-the-
art models for query-driven cardinality estimation.MSCN stacks
the feature vectors of all nodes in an execution plan and uses a
multi-set convolution network [41] to map them to cardinality esti-
mation. TLSTM processes an execution plan recursively following
its tree structure using LSTM [13]. The embedding of the root node
is treated as the query representation and used to predict cardi-
nality.MSCN has large estimation errors as it does not utilize the
structure of the execution plan while TLSTM suffers from the high
computation complexity of LSTM. Our LPCE-I also processes an
execution plan recursively using RNN as in TLSTM but designs are
introduced to boost both accuracy and efficiency.

4.2 SRU-based Light Weight Model
Our SRU-based model is illustrated in Figure 6, which is used to
process each node in an execution plan. The model consists of three
modules, i.e., embed module, SRU module and output module. The
embed module is used to map the sparse feature embedding of a
node (introduced in Section 4.1) to dense embedding x . We use
a two-layer fully-connected neural network with ReLU activation
function as the embed module. The output module is used to map
the node representation h (which encodes the sub-plan rooted at
the node) to cardinality estimation, which is also two-layer fully-
connected neural network. The final layer of the output module
uses the sigmoid activation function to generate a float in [0,1],
which is interpreted as the ratio of the estimated cardinality over
the maximum cardinality observed in the train set.

For a node in an execution plan, the SRU module takes its query
content embedding x , the encodings of its left and right child in

the execution plan tree (i.e., cl and cr ), as input to generate the
node encoding c and node presentation h. The SRU module is an
RNN as node encoding c is passed to its parent node, which reuses
the SRU module with the same parameter. The SRU module uses
the simple recurrent unit (SRU) [17] as the model, which conducts
computation following

x̃ =Wxx

f = ρ(Wf x + bf )

r = ρ(Wrx + br )

c = f ⊙ (cl + cr ) + (1 − f ) ⊙ x̃

h = r ⊙ tanh(c) + (1 − r ) ⊙ x

(1)

whereWx ,Wf andWr are parameter matrices, bf and br are bias
vectors, ⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication and ρ is the acti-
vation function sigmoid. f is the forget gate, which controls the
weight of the children encodings (i.e., cl and cr ) and projected node
embedding (i.e., x̃) when generating encoding c for the current
node. r is the reset gate, which uses the node embedding x and
node encoding c to generate node representation for cardinality
estimation.

We choose SRU as the RNN model in LPCE-I as it has higher
computation efficiency than the LSTM in TLSTM. LSTM needs 8
matrix multiplications while SRU needs only 3. In addition, the
3 matrix multiplications (to compute x̃ , f and r , respectively) in
SRU can be parallelized while the matrix multiplications in LSTM
have data dependencies. In the experiments, we show that our SRU-
based model is smaller in memory consumption and 1.7x faster in
inference speed comparedwith TLSTM.We also show that changing
from LSTM to SRU has negligible loss in estimation accuracy.

4.3 Node-wise Loss Function
Both MSCN and TLSTM use the mean q-error as the loss function,
which is defined as

L =
1
n

n∑
i=1

qi with qi =
max(ci , c̃i )
min(ci , c̃i )

, (2)

where ci and c̃i are the real and model estimated cardinalities for
the final result table of the ith execution plan, and the train set
contains n plans. qi is the q-error of the ith plan, which measures
the estimation accuracy and lower value indicates better estimate
(note that qi ≥ 1). As Equation (2) only considers estimation errors
for the final result of each query, we call it the query-wise loss
function. In LPCE-I, we use the node-wise loss function defined as

L =
1
n

n∑
i=1

mi∑
j=1

qi j with qi j =
max(ci j , c̃i j )
min(ci j , c̃i j )

, (3)

where ci j and c̃i j are the real and model estimated cardinality for
the jth node in the ith execution plan, and mi is the number of
nodes in the ith execution plan. Different from the query-wise loss
function, the node-wise loss function considers the q-error of all
nodes in each execution plan.

We observe that the node-wise loss function significantly im-
proves estimation accuracy and the reasons are two-fold. First, it is a
kind of data argumentation that enlarges the train set. For example,
for a single execution plan (A ▷◁ B) ▷◁ (C ▷◁ D) in the train set, the
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Figure 7: Model compression via knowledge distillation.

node-wise loss function actually uses the estimation error of three
execution plans, i.e., (A ▷◁ B), (C ▷◁ D) and (A ▷◁ B) ▷◁ (C ▷◁ D). As
complex queries contain many internal nodes, the data argumen-
tation effect is significant. Second, it allows supervision for every
node in the execution plan. TLSTM (and our LPCE-I) uses RNN to
embed an execution plan from leaf to root along its tree structure
and the query-wise loss function only provides supervision for the
root node, which means that the gradients need to back-propagate
in time to reach the internal nodes. By providing direct supervision
signal for the internal nodes, the node-wise loss function produces
more informative embedding for the internal nodes, which yields
more accurate representation and thus cardinality estimation for
the entire query. We observe that the gain of the node-wise loss
function is significant for complex execution plans with a deep tree
structure (Section 7).

4.4 Knowledge Distillation for Compression
The model structure parameters of LPCE-I (e.g., the size of the em-
bedding vectors and number of hidden units in the neural networks)
control the complexity and accuracy of the model. Although using a
small model provides fast inference, we found directly training the
small model yields poor accuracy. This is because smaller models
have weaker ability to learn and generalize. To train small model
with high accuracy, we use knowledge distillation [12, 28], which
uses a large (thus accurate) teacher model to guide the learning of
the small student model. The idea is that the student model can learn
useful knowledge by matching the output of the teacher model as
shown in Figure 7, which is easier to fit than training data as it is
produced by the teacher model whose structure is the same as the
student model.

To conduct knowledge distillation, we first train a teacher model
with high complexity and accuracy. Then, we train the student
model using the following hint loss

Lhint =
1
n

n∑
i=1

mi∑
j=1

∥xti j − pe (x
s
i j )∥1 + ∥hti j − ps (h

s
i j )∥1. (4)

For the jth operator in the ith execution plan, xti j and x
s
i j are the out-

put of the embed module of the teacher model and student model,
respectively. Similarly, hti j and h

s
i j are the node representation pro-

duced by SRU module of the teacher model and student model.
pe (.) and ps (.) are two single-layer neural networks that are used
to adjust the outputs of the student model to the same size as the

teacher model. After that, we further calibrate the student model
using the following prediction loss

Lpredict =
1
n

n∑
i=1

mi∑
j=1

αqsi j + (1 − α)
���yti j − ysi j

��� , (5)

where qsi j is the q-error for the cardinality estimation of the stu-
dent model, yti j and y

s
i j are the logit before the sigmoid activation

function in the output module of the teacher and student model.
We train the student model to fit the logit of the teacher model
as it has a direct impact on cardinality estimation. α is a weight
used to balance the two loss terms and usually set as 0.5. In the
experiments, we show that knowledge distillation can compress
the LPCE-I model by more than 10x and speed up inference by 1.8x
without degrading accuracy.

5 CARDINALITY REFINEMENT MODEL
Query-driven estimator produces cardinality prediction at large
errors for queries that model has not learned. We propose to query
re-optimization with cardinality refinement to combat the large
errors and adjust the execution plan to be better one. In this part, we
present the design of LPCE-R, our model for progressive cardinality
estimation refinement.

5.1 The Model Structure of LPCE-R
As illustrated in Figure 8, query execution in database systems
is conducted from leaf to root along the execution plan tree. At
some points in time, some nodes in the query plan (shadowed in
Figure 8) are finished while some remain to be executed. The idea
of LPCE-R is to use the information of the finished nodes to refine
cardinality estimations for the remaining nodes as the cardinalities
of the remaining nodes depend on the intermediate result tables of
the finished nodes. Thus, LPCE-R needs to solve three problems: (i)
what information should we extract from the executed sub-plan, (ii)
how to effectively exploit the information for cardinality refinement
and (iii) how to efficiently refine the cardinality estimations in the
query execution process.

To address the problems above, LPCE-R adopts a hybrid structure
with three modules as illustrated in Figure 8. All three modules
adopt the same structure as LPCE-I in Section 4.2 but are trained
differently (will be discussed in Section 5.2). Cardinality module
and content module are used to extract different information from
the executed sub-plan. A connect layer merges the information
from cardinality module and content module as input for refine
module, which refines the cardinality estimation for the remaining
nodes. In the following, we introduce the design of each of these
components.
Information extraction with two modules: Two kinds of infor-
mation can and should be extracted from the executed sub-plan, i.e.,
real cardinality and query content. For example, if the cardinality of
a node is estimated as 10 originally but the real cardinality is found
to be 1000 after finishing it. Noticing this 100x underestimation is
crucial for refining the estimations for the remaining nodes as the
results of these nodes depend on the finished nodes. In addition,
the semantics of the executed sub-plan (i.e., query content), such as
the type of the operators, joined columns and filtering predicates,
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Figure 8: An overview of LPCE-R for estimation refinement.

are also important for estimating the cardinalities of the remaining
nodes. For example, a filtering predicate in the executed sub-plan
(e.g., R.a < 10) could have a direct impact on the remaining join
operators (e.g., R ▷◁ U with R.a = U .a). Therefore, cardinality mod-
ule is used to extract the real cardinality of the executed sub-plan
and adopts the structure of LPCE-I. Content module is used to ex-
tract the query content and its structure is also exactly the same
as LPCE-I. One can append the real cardinalities of its two chil-
dren to the query content feature encoding of an executed node,
which is used as input for the single module. However, in the ex-
periments, we observed using both cardinality and contentmodule
yields significantly higher accuracy than using only one module,
which suggests that both real cardinality and query content are
important for estimation refinement.
Learned information merge: Both cardinality and contentmod-
ule produce an embedding (i.e., cA and cB ), which encodes the exe-
cuted sub-plan. As shown in Figure 8, we train a connect layer to
merge the two embedding as input for refine module. The connect
layer uses a single-layer neural network with sigmoid activation
function to learn the merge weights for cA and cB , respectively. The
weighted combination of cA and cB is processed by a single-layer
neural network with ReLU activation function. Specifically, the
connect layer conducts the following computation

wA = ρ(WAcA + bA)

wB = ρ(WBcB + bB )

cAB = ReLU
(
WAB (wA ⊙ cA +WB ⊙ cB ) + bAB

)
,

(6)

where ρ(·) is the sigmoid function and ⊙ denotes element-wise
multiplication.WA,WB andWAB are parameter matrices. We use
a learned connect layer because we observed empirically that the
contributions of real cardinality (i.e., cB ) and query content (i.e.,
cA) to accuracy vary in different scenarios. For example, when the
number of remaining operators is small, using only real cardinality
already provides good estimation accuracy. However, the query
content is important when there are many remaining operators due
to more dependencies on the semantics of the finished sub-plan.
The connect layer can learn to adjust the weights of real cardinality
and query content according to the scenario.
Efficient progressive refinement: Refine module is used to re-
fine the cardinality estimations of the remaining operators and
its structure is exactly the same as LPCE-I. The embedding of the
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executed sub-plan (i.e., cAB ) is fed as input to the SRU of refine
module, which replaces both or either of cl and cr (see Figure 6)
according to the execution situation. When an operator finishes,
both cardinality and content module update their embedding ac-
cording to the previously executed sub-plan (which has already
been processed by the modules) and the just finished operator. Us-
ing the updated embedding, refine module refines the estimations
for all remaining operators. Progressive refinement is efficient as
cardinality and content module do not need to process the entire
finished sub-plan from scratch. Instead, the embedding is updated
incrementally with each finished operator.

5.2 Training Procedures
As illustrated in Figure 9, the training of LPCE-R consists of two
stages, i.e., pre-train and adjustment. In the pre-train stage, content
module is trained in the same way as LPCE-I and refine module
shares the same parameters as content module. For cardinality
module, we concatenate the feature encoding (for the query content)
of each operator with the real cardinalities of its two children as
input, and train the module to minimize the node-wise loss function
in Equation (3). Note that for the leaf nodes in an execution plan,
their real cardinalities are the number of tuples in the considered
attributes.

In the adjustment stage, we froze cardinality and content mod-
ule, and fine-tune refine module. In this case, an execution plan
withm operators providesm-1 training samples for refine module.
Specifically, when each operator finishes, content and cardinality
module are used to obtain the embedding of the executed sub-plan,
and refine module is trained to predict the cardinalities of the re-
maining operators. The loss function is also the node-wise loss
function in Equation (3). We provide such an example in the lower
part of Figure 9, in which operators 4, 5, 6 are executed and the
cardinalities of operators 0 and 2 need to be re-estimated.

6 QUERY OPTIMIZATIONWITH LPCE
In this part, we show how to integrate LPCE into database engines.
First, we discuss how a query optimizer can use LPCE-I to find good
execution plan before runtime. Then, we explain how to conduct
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query re-optimization with LPCE-R during runtime. Our discus-
sions are based on PostgreSQL but the techniques generalize to
other database engines such as MySQL and SQLite.

6.1 Query Initial Optimization with LPCE-I
The query optimizer of PostgreSQL uses a dynamic programming
procedure to enumerate possible execution plans in order to find
the plan with the minimum cost. For a query that joins n relation
tables, enumeration starts at level-1 for the base tables (e.g., Rσ ,
along with possible filtering predicates) and ends at level-n for the
entire query (e.g., Rσ ▷◁ Tσ ▷◁ Uσ ). At level-i , a sub-query joins i
relations and requires cardinality estimations of its children queries
(which join some of the relations in the sub-query) at lower levels to
find the best execution plan. For example, query Rσ ▷◁ Tσ ▷◁ Uσ at
level-3 requires cardinality estimations of Rσ , Tσ and Uσ at level-1,
and Rσ ▷◁ Tσ , Tσ ▷◁ Uσ and Rσ ▷◁ Uσ at level-2.

We replace the histogram-based cardinality estimator of Post-
greSQL with LPCE-I for more accurate cardinality estimations.
LPCE-I inferences for all sub-queries on the same level are con-
ducted in a batch as they have the same number of input relations
and the feature vectors of a sub-query are small. To avoid repeti-
tive computation, cardinality estimation results of sub-queries are
stored in a memory pool for lookup following [30].

For PostgreSQL, query execution time can be decomposed into
planning time TP and execution time TE as its histogram-based
cardinality estimator has negligible overhead. With learning-based
estimators, end-to-end query execution time can be expressed as

Tend = TP +TI +TE , (7)

whereTI is the model inference time for cardinality estimation. For
queries with a short execution timeTE ,TI can dominateTend if the
model is complex. In the experiments in Section 7, we show that
LPCE-I yields shorter Tend than existing data-driven estimators in
most cases due to its simple model and short inference time.

6.2 Query Re-optimization LPCE-R

Conceptually, query re-optimization works as follows. When
each operator finishes, we use q-error to measure the difference
between the actual cardinality and initially estimated cardinality of

its output relation, and trigger query re-optimization if the error is
larger than a threshold (empirically set as 50). In this case, LPCE-R
is used to refine cardinality estimations, and the optimizer searches
the optimal execution plan among those that continue from the cur-
rent progress and those that restart query processing from scratch.
To allow query execution to start from the executed sub-plans, the
intermediate relations are materialized. However, PostgreSQL does
not provide native support for cardinality estimation error check,
and adopts pipelined query processing when possible. A pipeline
involves several operators, and the tuples produced by one operator
are passed to the downstream operators for processing without
materialization.

To support query re-optimization, we use checkpoint to assert
cardinality estimation errors following [24], which is a simple count-
ing operator that collects the output cardinality for an operator.
We place checkpoint after operators that materialize intermedi-
ate tuples (e.g., sort and materialization in PostgreSQL) as they
block pipelined processing and buffer the tuples. We also place
checkpoint at join operators, and PostgreSQL has three join im-
plementations, i.e., hash join, merge join, and nested loop join. As
shown in Figure 10(a) and (b), checkpoint (CHECK) is placed after
building hash table on the inner side (the smaller table) for hash
join, and after the sorting on both sides for merge join. As hash
join and merge join both materialize tuples in PostgreSQL (the dot-
ted ‘MV’ in Figure 10), no extra materialization overhead is inured.
However, both sides are pipelined for nested loop join. As shown
in Figure 10(c), we block the pipeline and materialize the tuples
after scanning the table on the outer side (the smaller table). To test
the overhead introduced to nested loop join, we ran 500 queries
from the IMDB benchmark. The query execution time and the peak
memory comsuption are increased by 1.2% and 5.8%, respectively.
The overhead is small because nested loop join is used only when
the cardinality of the outer side is small. More details about the
implementation of re-optimization can be found in our technical
report [26].

For a query that triggers re-optimization, the end-to-end execu-
tion time can be expressed as

Tend = TP +TI +TR +TE , (8)

where TR is the re-optimization time, which includes the plan
search and model inference time during re-optimization. Thus,
re-optimization should be triggered when its execution time re-
duction outweighs TR . Currently, we use a simple q-error thresh-
old, which may invoke unnecessary re-optimizations or miss re-
optimization opportunities. The experiments in Section 7 show that
this simple rule already achieves good performance and we leave
designing more sophisticated policies to trigger re-optimization
as future work. Another subtlety is that re-optimization may be
triggered multiple times for a query, and we limit the maximum re-
optimization to 3 times to control the overhead of re-optimization.
We observed that are a small number of difficult queries, for which
the estimation error of LPCE-R is large even with information
from the executed sub-plans. This may be because LPCE-R does
not learn these queries from the training samples, and conducting
re-optimization many times for them is not beneficial.
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Table 2: Percentiles of end-to-end execution time reduction compared with PostgreSQL (large the better, best marked in bold).

Join-six 5th 25th 50th 75th 95th
DeepDB -232% 7.85% 56.3% 88.5% 98.1%

NeuroCard -115% 11.9% 45.9% 71.8% 97.4%
FLAT -43.7% 54.9% 75.7% 92.9% 99.1%
UAE -116% 44.7% 64.4% 89.7% 98.9%
MSCN -240% 29.6% 67.5% 91.0% 99.4%

Flow-Loss -136% 35.6% 70.6% 91.8% 99.4%
TLSTM -118% 38.5% 72.2% 92.3% 98.0%
LPCE-I -13.4% 52.3% 77.5% 94.1% 99.6%
LPCE-R -5.21% 68.2% 86.9% 96.4% 99.7%

Join-eight 5th 25th 50th 75th 95th
DeepDB -442% -22.5% 22.8% 71.7% 95.5%

NeuroCard -370% -14.3% 29.6% 74.5% 95.7%
FLAT -65.2% 62.4% 78.5% 92.3% 97.7%
UAE -360% -8.85% 35.2% 75.8% 95.8%
MSCN -986% 19.5% 63.6% 81.2% 98.1%

Flow-Loss -453% 28.2% 67.9% 84.6% 98.8%
TLSTM -384% 32.5% 70.8% 90.5% 97.2%
LPCE-I -28.6% 58.8% 73.9% 95.7% 99.3%
LPCE-R -9.87% 74.5% 86.6% 96.0% 99.3%
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Figure 11: Execution time of the test queries on PostgreSQL.

7 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We present our empirical studies in this part. Section 7.1 introduces
the experiment settings. Section 7.2 evaluates the end-to-end query
execution time of LPCE and compares with state-of-the-art base-
lines. Section 7.3 validates the effectiveness of LPCE’s key designs.

7.1 Experiment Settings

Workloads: We use the IMDB dataset [18] for the experiments,
which contains 22 tables recording facts (e.g., actors, directors and
companies) about over 2.1M movies. IMDB is widely utilized in
related researches [15, 16, 19, 30, 39, 40] as a challenging benchmark
for cardinality estimation due to its non-uniform data distributions
and complex correlations among the tables. We generate the train
and test queries according to the relational graph of the tables
following [15]. The train set contains 10,000 sample queries with
6-8 joins, and 10% of these queries are randomly selected as the
validation set. We used two query sets for performance test: (1)
Join-six, which contains 500 queries with 6 joins; and (2) Join-eight,
which contains 500 queries with 8 joins. As shown in Figure 11, we
select the test queries such that their end-to-end execution time on
PostgreSQL spreads over a wide range (i.e., from 1s to 1,500s) to
consider queries with different complexity. Before executing the
test queries on PostgreSQL, we run ANALYZE for all tables and
100 sample queries for warming up.
Baselines:We compare our LPCE with state-of-the-art learning-
based cardinality estimators that are discussed in Section 2. The
baselines include: (1) three query-driven estimators, i.e.,MSCN [15],
TLSTM [30], and Flow-Loss [22]; (2) three data-driven estimators,
i.e., DeepDB [11], NeuroCard [39], and FLAT [42]; and (3) one hy-
brid estimator,UAE [34].Glue [43] and FACE [32] are not compared
as they are not open-source. Our methods include LPCE-I, which
only conducts cardinality estimation before query execution, and
LPCE-R, which uses LPCE-I for initial estimation but may trigger
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Figure 12: Decomposition of end-to-end query execution
time, statistics are aggregated over the 500 test queries.

query re-optimization and progressive estimation refinement. We
use end-to-end query execution time as main performance metric.
Implementation details: ForMSCN, Flow-Loss, DeepDB, FLAT,
and NeuroCard, we use their open-source implementations and
adopted the hyper-parameters recommended by their authors. For
UAE, we use the implementation kindly provided by its authors.
Since TLSTM is not open-source, we implemented it on our own
and tuned the hyper-parameters to reproduce the results reported
in its paper. AsMSCN andDeepDB do not support range queries on
categorical string columns, we encode these columns into integers
using dictionary encoding.

For our LPCE-I, the number of hidden units for the embedding
module, SRU module and output module are 64, 196 and 1024, re-
spectively. LPCE-I is compressed from a large model via knowledge
distillation, for which the number of hidden units for the embedding
module, SRU module and output module are 256, 1024 and 1024,
respectively. For LPCE-R, query reoptimization is triggered when
the q-error between the actual cardinality of an intermediate result
table and the initial estimation is above 50. We limit the maximum
number of re-optimization to 3 times. The tuplestore used to buffer
the outer tuples of nested loop join for query re-optimization is
set as 20 MB, which is the default size of tuplestore for PostgreSQL.
The models are trained with a batch size of 50 and the Adam opti-
mizer. Our implementations were based on Python (v3.7.5), PyTorch
(v1.5.1), and PostgreSQL (v13.0). All experiments were conducted on
a machine with Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5122 CPU and 32 GB DRAM.
Our source code and query sets are open-source on github1.

1https://anonymous.4open.science/r/LPCE-4BFA/
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Figure 13: End-to-end query execution time of the learning-based estimators and PostgreSQL for Join-eight queries.

7.2 End-to-End Query Execution Time
For a query, we define the execution time reduction (reduction for
short) of a learning-based estimator w.r.t. PostgreSQL as

R =
TPostдr es −TLearn

TPostдr es
, (9)

in whichTPostдr es andTLearn are the end-to-end query execution
time of PostgreSQL and the learning-based estimator, respectively.
A negative reduction means that the learning-based estimator has
longer execution time than PostgreSQL. In Table 2, we report some
typical percentiles of the reduction for the learning-based methods,
where the 5th percentile and 95th percentile correspond to extreme
cases. In Figure 12, we decompose the end-to-end execution time
of the queries, where query execution time is the time taken by
the PostgreSQL engine to execute the selected query plan and
constitutes part of the end-to-end execution time (discussed in
Section 6). To avoid confusion, we refer to the end-to-end query
execution time as end-to-end time hereafter. For the learning-based
estimators, we also plot the end-to-end time of each Join-eight query
as scatter plot in Figure 13.2 A point on the left of the diagonal line
indicates that the learning-based estimator has longer end-to-end
time than PostgreSQL for a query, and the dotted line is the model
inference time. We can the following observations from the results.
1. High estimation accuracy is crucial: Figure 12 shows that
all learning-based estimators have significantly shorter aggregate
end-to-end time than PostgreSQL, and the reductions are positive
for most percentiles in Table 2. These results echo Figure 13, which
shows that the learning-based estimators reduce the end-to-end
time of most queries as most points are below the diagonal line. For
some queries, the reductions are significant, e.g., from 100s-1,000s

2The scatter plots for the Join-six queries resemble Figure 13, and thus we show them
in the technical report due to space limit.

on PostgreSQL to several seconds. This is because the histogram-
based estimator of PostgreSQL has poor accuracy and leads to
poor execution plans. Thanks to their good estimation accuracy,
the data-driven and hybrid estimators (i.e., DeepDB, NeuroCard,
FLAT and UAE) generally spend less time for query execution than
the query-driven estimators (i.e., MSCN, Flow-Loss, TLSTM and
LPCE-I) in Figure 12. In the same type of learning-based estimators,
estimation accuracy is also important. For example, because of its
poor estimation accuracy, MSCN has the worst end-to-end time
and reduction among the query-driven estimators.
2. Shortmodel inference timematters:Although the data-driven
and hybrid estimators have short query execution time in Figure 12,
Table 2 shows that they have large negative reductions for end-
to-end time at the 5th percentile, which means that they perform
significantly worse than PostgreSQL for some queries. Figure 13
shows that this is caused by their long inference time because
learning-based estimators cannot improve queries whose end-to-
end time on PostgreSQL is shorter than the model inference time
(i.e., points on the left of the dotted line). Due to high model infer-
ence cost, DeepDB, NeuroCard, and UAE have longer end-to-end
time than LPCE-I in Figure 12 although their query execution time
are shorter. Model inference cost also explains why all learning-
based estimators have worse 5th percentile reduction on Join-eight
than Join-six in Table 2—a query needs up to 127 and 511 cardi-
nality estimations for Join-six and Join-eight, respectively. Due to
the same reason, for the data-driven and hybrid estimators, model
inference takes a much larger portion of the end-to-end time for
Join-eight than Join-six in Figure 12. These phenomenons show
that for queries with either short execution time or many joins,
short model inference time is key to performance.
3. LPCE-R balances inference time and estimation accuracy:
Table 2 shows that LPCE-R consistently outperforms the baselines
across different query sets and percentiles. Compared with the
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Figure 16: The change of the mean q-error for LPCE-R in the
query execution process.

best-performing baseline (i.e., FLAT), LPCE-R takes only 86.5% and
73.8% of its aggregate end-to-end time for Join-six and Join-eight,
respectively. As shown in Figure 12, this is because LPCE-R enjoys
both short inference time and high estimation accuracy. On the
one hand, the short inference time allows LPCE-R and LPCE-I to
achieve small negative reductions at the 5th percentile in Table 2,
which resolves the popular concern that a learning-based estimator
may significantly degrade the performance for some queries. The
re-optimization time is also short because the model for estimation
refinement has the same simple structure as the one for initial
estimation. On the other hand, the high estimation accuracy enables
LPCE-R to find good execution plans, and thus its query execution
time is short in Figure 12.
Benefits of query re-optimization: To understand the gain of re-
optimization, we compare LPCE-I and LPCE-R for the end-to-end
time of queries that trigger re-optimization (39 and 65 for Join-six
and Join-eight, respectively) in Figure 14. The results show that
LPCE-R reduces the end-to-end time of LPCE-I by 3.19x and 3.32x
for Join-six and Join-eight, respectively. Our detailed profiling finds
that re-optimization reduces the end-to-end time for most of the
queries, especially those having a long running time with LPCE-I.
To explain the performance gain of LPCE-R over LPCE-I, Figure 16
shows how the estimation errors of LPCE-R change in the query
execution process. The query plan has 14 operators and 18 operators
for Join-six and Join-eight, respectively. The results in Figure 16
shows that LPCE-R effectively reduces the estimation error in the
query execution process. For example, when the number of executed
operators increases from 3, 6, 9 to 12 on Join-six, LPCE-R gradually
reduces the mean q-error from 33.5, 22.7, 17.4 to 10.3.
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In Figure 17, we provide an example of how the refined cardinal-
ity estimations of LPCE-R help find better execution plan3. LPCE-I
underestimates cardinality for the join result of table T1, T2 and
T3, and thus choose nested loop join to join with table T4, which
is expensive for large tables. The large estimation error (3,528 vs.
991,975) triggers re-optimization, and LPCE-R significantly reduces
the estimation error. Restarting from the executed sub-plan, hash
join is used to join with the results of table T1, T2 and T3, and the
left-deep plan generated with LPCE-I is adjusted to a bushy tree.
The end-to-end time is reduced by more than 2x.
Limitations of LPCE: Although LPCE-R outperforms the base-
lines in the previous experiments, there can be cases in which the
baselines have shorter end-to-end time than LPCE. One such case
is when the queries have a small number of joins. For a query join-
ing n relations, plan search in PostgreSQL estimates up to 2n − 1
cardinalities. Thus, when n is small, the high inference cost of data-
driven and hybrid estimators become less significant, while their
high estimation accuracy leads to good execution plans. For such an
example, we report the end-to-end time of 500 queries with 3 joins
in Figure 15, where FLAT and NeuroCard outperforms LPCE-R.
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7.3 Design Choices of LPCE
In this part, we evaluate the designs of LPCE-I and LPCE-R. Recall
that LPCE-I has three differences from existing query-driven es-
timators, i.e., the SRU model, model compression via knowledge
distillation, and the node-wise loss function.
Training dynamics: Figure 18 reports how the sample collection
time, model training time and end-to-end query execution time
change with the number of training queries. The results show that
the execution time decreases monotonically with more training
queries for both Join-six and Join-eight but the return diminishes.
However, the sample collection time and model training time in-
crease linearly with sample queries, and the time for sample collec-
tion dominates training costs. To reduce the sample collection delay,
one practical deployment suggestion is to adopt progressive train-
ing, where LPCE is deployed after training with a small number of
samples and re-trained periodically when more samples (e.g., 2x of
the previous training episode) are collected. This strategy not only
piggybacks sample collection with normal query execution but also
enables LPCE to adapt to changing data and query distributions.
SRU model and knowledge distillation: The SRU model and
knowledge distillation contribute to the short inference time of
LPCE-I because SRU is lighter than LSTM, and knowledge distil-
lation compresses LPCE-I to smaller size. We check how the two
designs affect inference time and estimation accuracy in Figures 19
and 20, respectively. LPCE-T adopts the LSTMmodel while LPCE-S
uses the SRU model, and both LPCE-T and LPCE-S are not com-
pressed. LPCE-C directly trains a model with the same size as
LPCE-I (i.e., without knowledge distillation) while LPCE-I uses
both SRU and knowledge distillation. The results (i.e., LPCE-T vs.
LPCE-S) show that changing the model from LSTM to simpler SRU
has almost no influence on accuracy but speeds up inference by
1.7x. LPCE-C and LPCE-I further speed up LPCE-S by 1.8x because
they use a smaller model. However, LPCE-C has significantly larger
estimation error than LPCE-S while LPCE-I matches the accuracy
of the full LPCE-S model. This is because the LPCE-C model is
over 10x smaller than LPCE-S and thus has weaker ability to learn.
However, knowledge distillation effectively helps LPCE-I to learn
by fitting the output of the full LPCE-S model.
Node-wise loss function: Our LPCE-I and LPCE-R are trained
with the node-wise loss function while both MSCN and LSTM
are trained using the query wise-loss function. We check how the
node-wise loss function affects estimation accuracy in Figure 21, in
which LPCE-Q shares the structure of LPCE-I but adopts the query-
wise loss function. The results show that using the node-wise loss
function significantly improves accuracy, which may be explained
by two reasons. First, the node-wise loss function enlarges the
training set by considering the estimation errors of all sub-plans
and can be regarded as a form of data argumentation. Second, the
node-wise loss function allows supervision for all internal nodes in
an execution plan, which leads to more informative intermediate
representations and consequently better accuracy.

3See https://anonymous.4open.science/r/LPCE-4BFA/LPCE_speedup_example.md for
more examples
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Figure 20: Effect of SRU and distillation on accuracy.
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Figure 21: Effect of node wise loss function on accuracy.
Table 3: Percentiles of cardinality estimation q-error for dif-
ferent designs of the progressive model on Join-eight.

Executed
Operators 50th 75th 95th 99th mean

LPCE-R
4 7.15 21.6 66.3 1203 72.6
8 6.93 18.9 65.8 1877 67.8
12 5.41 16.2 56.9 1561 51.7

LPCE-R
-Single

4 17.1 83.1 396 5377 433
8 12.6 68.9 314 5294 247
12 8.69 45.1 148 2688 156

LPCE-R
-Two

4 10.2 37.0 123 3006 123
8 9.11 33.9 102 2956 88.3
12 7.16 25.3 97.8 1921 64.8

Design of LPCE-R: Recall that our progressive cardinality refine-
ment model LPCE-R uses a hybrid design with three modules. Mod-
ule cardinality and content are used to embed the executed opera-
tors, and the difference is that cardinality has access to the cardinal-
ities of the executed operators while content does not. The refine
modulemerges the embedding produced by cardinality and content,
and processes the remaining operators for the final result. We com-
pare LPCE-R with two alternative designs: (1) LPCE-R-Single uses
only one module sharing the same structure with cardinality in
LPCE-R, and it has access to the cardinalities of intermediate results.
The real cardinalities are used for training while during inference
the executed operators use the real cardinalities and the remaining
operators use the estimated cardinalities. (2) LPCE-R-Two uses mod-
ule cardinality and refine of LPCE-R, in which module cardinality
processes the executed operators with real cardinalities while mod-
ule refine (which does not access cardinalities) takes inputs from
module cardinality and processes the remaining operators.

We compare the estimation error of LPCE-R, LPCE-R-Single and
LPCE-R-Two in Table 3. The results show that LPCE-R consistently
outperforms LPCE-R-Single and LPCE-R-Two. LPCE-R-Single has
the worst performance in most cases because it is trained using the
real cardinalities but uses the estimated cardinalities of the remain-
ing operators for inference. Compared with LPCE-R, LPCE-R-Two
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does not use module content, which embeds the contents of the
executed operators (e.g., R.a<10 and R.b>100) without using cardi-
nalities. We conjecture that module cardinality tends to focus on
the real cardinalities when embedding the executed operators but
the contents of the executed operators (such as a selection on one
column) are also important as they may influence the remaining
operators. Thus, LPCE-R outperforms LPCE-R-Two because mod-
ule cardinality complements module content by providing more
information about the executed operators.

8 CONCLUSION
We propose LPCE, a learning-based cardinality estimator that pro-
gressively refines cardinality estimations during query execution
process. We observed that to achieve short end-to-end query exe-
cution time, both fast inference and high estimation accuracy are
crucial but no existing estimators can meet the two requirements.
Thus, LPCE adopts a novel framework, which uses a query-driven
estimator for fast initial estimation and exploits the executed sub-
plans to correct large estimation errors for the remaining operators.
We propose techniques including node-wise loss function, knowl-
edge distillation-based model compression, and a refinement model
with three modules to instantiate LPCE. Extensive experiments
show that LPCE achieves shorter end-to-end query execution time
than state-of-the-art learning-based estimators, especially in the
worst cases. We think learning-based progressive cardinality esti-
mation is a general idea and can be applied to other estimators (e.g.,
data-driven and hybrid). To reap the full benefits of progressive
estimation, topics such as when to trier query reoptimization and
how to tailor the plan search algorithm may be explored.
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